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ABSTRACT
Chemical-based batteries such as lithium or any conventional battery fall under the label of a 
chemical battery. Biomorphic batteries are a new prospecting alternative battery that utilizes 
biological matter to assist with energy conductivity and capacity for future batteries and is 
reported to be 72 times greater in energy capacity than conventional batteries in the market. 
Currently, the research of biomorphic batteries is limited, and the basic designs are scattered. 
This begged whether biomorphic batteries could produce 72 times more energy than 
conventional batteries and be environmentally friendly, unlike current chemical-based 
batteries, disregarding other new alternative chemical-based batteries that are also competing 
for the role. This research aims to recreate a biomorphic battery using the basic structure of a 
battery, the voltaic (galvanic) cell, and porous plant stems, such as squash, corn cob, pumpkin, 
and sunflower stems as the biological component of the battery. The most stable biomorphic 
battery is the squash stem since the battery is durable in energy production compared to the 
other biomorphic batteries but is considerably dwarfed by the conventional lithium battery 
used as a comparison. This demonstrated that biomorphic batteries could outrank a chemical 
battery but will need more resources and studies done. This paper did not investigate these 
biomorphic batteries' energy capacity and density. 



INTRODUCTION
• Chemical-based batteries (conventional batteries) use 

chemical reactions to produce electrical current.

• The most common element (Li) used current chemical-
based battery is only 0.0017% (Gao, 2019) in 
abundance in earths crust.

• The issue with chemical-based batteries in the current 
market, majority are toxic to the environment and are 
hazardous to humans to be properly disposed of. 

• Biomorphic Batteries are the use of biological matter 
(biomass) with chemical components to enhance 
electrochemical reactions for electrical current and 
energy capacity along with energy density. 

https://ourworldindata.org/energy-production-consumption

https://ourworldindata.org/energy-production-consumption


BACKGROUND
• Lithium is a dangerous substance when extracted from the earth’s crust and is

unstable when it comes to heat or damages.

• Reportedly, biomorphic batteries produce 72 times greater than a traditional lithium-
based battery.

• In most studies, such as in Xiangwei Lao et. al., studies theorized their version of the
biomorphic battery is low in cost and is also stated in other studies as well with the
low cost of the battery itself.

• Majority of the biomorphic batteries use abundant metals such as Na, P, K, KIBs, PIB,
NIB, and zinc manganate (ZnMn2O4 )

• The main areas where biomorphic batteries hope to revolutionize robotics, portable
electronics, electric vehicles, drones, prosthetics, and large-scale energy systems.



RESEARCH QUESTION

•How do Biomorphic Batteries compare to Chemical-
based Batteries in terms of energy efficacy and 
environmental impact?



RESEARCH METHODS
1. 250 ml of Acid Copper Plating solutions and 250 ml of Acid Zinc plating solutions in 

separate containers to make a voltaic cell.

2. Add 1 zinc and copper metals into each respective acid plating solutions. (Zn(s) – Zn(aq) 
and Cu(s)-Cu(aq)). 

3. Take 0.5 g of experimental stems then immerse one side of the stems into the zinc and 
copper solutions.

4. Place the stems once dried, wired to the zinc and copper solids with the red and black 
allegator clips for both the zinc and copper containers.

5. Then connect the Arduino Uno and the voltmeter with the stem batteries

6. If the small sample is successful, then prepare for the actual stem battery 
experimentation. 

7. Repeat process from method.

8. Once completed, measure the energy production and the number of minutes it takes for 
the batteries to produce energy by the recycling use from the small motor.
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CONCLUSION
• Biomorphic batteries have a positive possibility to replace chemical-base 

batteries, but they are not advanced enough to do so.

• These batteries will have competition with other environmentally conscious 
chemical-based batteries.

• With the replication of the biomorphic battery, there needs to be 
improvement with the size and weight of the porous plants. 

FUTURE RESEARCH
• Increase the size and weight of the porous plants. 

• Investigate into the energy capacity and density of the biomorphic battery.

• Research into the benefits of utilizing various porous plant and animal biomass.

• Change the battery design of the research to a more traditional battery body instead of 
using the voltaic cell.

• With these goals, there may be a full rounded understanding of the energy potential of the 
biomorphic battery.
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